The Condition and Trend of Aspen, Willows, and Associated Species on the Northern Yellowstone Range

By Charles E. Kay

On the Ground

- Aspen, willows, cottonwoods and other deciduous shrubs and trees play a pivotal role in the natural ecosystem function of the Northern Range, and they provide critical habitat for numerous species of native plants and animals.
- Deciduous shrubs and trees were much more abundant on the Northern Range in primeval times than they are today, especially on the portion of the Northern Range inside Yellowstone National Park.
- The primary cause of the declines in deciduous shrubs and trees is repeated heavy browsing by elk and bison—normal plant succession or climatic changes and heavy browsing is continuing to further degrade most Northern Range aspen, willow, and cottonwood plant communities inside Yellowstone National Park.
- Excessive browsing is occurring because modern-day management has allowed bison and elk populations to become unnaturally large.
- Current policy directs the National Park Service to intervene with active management where primeval and present conditions differ because of human actions.
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Introduction

Aspen (Populus tremuloides), willows (Salix spp.), and other deciduous shrubs and trees occupied a relatively small portion of the primeval Northern Yellowstone Range (hereafter referred to as the Northern Range). However, these plant communities provided critical habitat for diverse flora and fauna. Consequently, aspen, willows, and cottonwoods were vitally important for biodiversity across the landscape, and these plant communities played a pivotal role in how the primeval ecosystem functioned sustainably since the last Ice Age.

More than half of the Northern Range (60%) is within Yellowstone National Park (YNP). On the portion of the Northern Range inside YNP, the National Park Service (NPS) is required to preserve the primeval abundances of plants and animals and their habitats so that natural ecological processes can function sustainably.

In 1998 the US Congress directed the National Research Council (NRC) to review the impacts of ungulate grazing and browsing on the ecological health of the Northern Range inside YNP. Four years later the NRC concluded that Northern Range aspen, willows, and cottonwood trees (Populus spp.) had declined inside YNP primarily owing to repeated elk browsing.

In this paper, I compare the primeval and present abundances of aspen, willows, cottonwoods, and their associated fauna. Next, I examine the relative impacts of climate, fire suppression, and ungulate browsing on the current status of these plant communities. I also examine whether aspen, willows, and cottonwoods are recovering or continuing to degrade under current management. I conclude by examining whether current management needs modification to enable the restoration of deciduous shrubs and trees on the Northern Range.
production and canopy cover typically greater than adjacent grasslands or forests.\textsuperscript{5,6} Aspen is a clonal species that reproduces primarily by suckers (i.e., vegetative shoots that sprout from a common root system). The frequent, low-intensity fires that historically occurred on the Northern Range, many of them ignited by Native Americans, likely stimulated aspen reproduction.\textsuperscript{1,7,8} Aspen clones are thought to be thousands of years old and potentially can be quite large, with single clones containing thousands of stems (ramets). In fact, the largest living organism on Earth, by weight, is an aspen clone named Pando in southern Utah that covers 106 acres, contains an estimated 50,000 trees, and weighs 5,000 tons. As such, aspen clones are old growth—ancient forest that is difficult to replace if they die owing to heavy browsing or other factors.\textsuperscript{9}

Northern Range willows historically occurred along streams, ponds, lakes, seeps, and springs. With few exceptions, willow communities did not transition through time to grasslands or forest unless the site hydrology changed.\textsuperscript{5,6} Primary willow species on the Northern Range include Bebb willow (\textit{Salix bebbiana}), Booth’s willow (\textit{Salix boothii}), yellow willow (\textit{Salix lutea}), and Geyer willow (\textit{Salix geyeriana}). Primeval willow understories were dominated by sedges (Carex spp.) and tufted hairgrass (\textit{Deschampsia caespitosa}). Northern Range willows readily reproduce from seed on suitable habitat. However, repeated browsing that limits willow seed production impedes willow recruitment because willow seeds are short-lived and not stored in soil seed banks.\textsuperscript{10,11}

In addition to aspen and willows, other common deciduous trees and shrubs on the Northern Range include narrowleaf cottonwood (\textit{Populus angustifolia}), black cottonwood (\textit{Populus balsamifera} ssp. \textit{trichocarpa}), water birch (\textit{Betula occidentalis}), resin birch (\textit{Betula glandulosa}), thinlineal alder (\textit{Alnus incana} ssp. \textit{tenuifolia}), Saskatoon serviceberry (\textit{Amelanchier alnifolia}), and chokecherry (\textit{Prunus virginiana}).\textsuperscript{5,6} These trees and shrubs were commonly observed along Northern Range streams as recently as the mid-1950s.\textsuperscript{12} They remain abundant on the Northern Range outside YNP,\textsuperscript{13–51} but their presence is rare inside YNP today.\textsuperscript{14}

Aspen, willows, cottonwoods, and other deciduous shrubs and trees are eagerly eaten by elk and other herbivores, especially during winter when grasses are covered by snow.\textsuperscript{15,16} Elk, mule deer, and increasingly bison consume sprouts of shrubs and trees, whereas elk and moose commonly consume all the lower foliage of deciduous shrubs and trees as high as the animals can reach. In addition, elk and moose readily strip and eat aspen bark, which exposes aspen trees to insect damage and disease.\textsuperscript{17} p255

### Deciduous Shrubs and Trees 1870 to 2002

Aspen, willows, and other deciduous shrubs and trees were abundant on suitable habitat of the Northern Range from the 1870s through the mid-1920s.\textsuperscript{1,14,18,19} However, heavy browsing of these trees and shrubs began about 1915.\textsuperscript{20} NPS biologists and others documented that heavy browsing of aspen, willows, and cottonwoods, primarily by elk, continued through the end of the 20th century.\textsuperscript{21–28} For example, in 1988 to 1990, willow height and productivity were either moderately or severely suppressed by elk browsing on 21 of 42 Northern Range sites sampled inside YNP.\textsuperscript{26} By 1992 inside YNP, 80\%, 86\%, and 100\% of riparian willow plants were browsed heavily along Slough Creek, the Lamar River, and Soda Butte Creek, respectively.\textsuperscript{25} In 1994, narrowleaf cottonwood was heavily browsed by elk along Soda Butte Creek inside YNP,\textsuperscript{27} and elk intensely browsed Northern Range aspen from 1987 to 1998 on the Dome Mountain Wildlife Management Area, 25 miles north of YNP.\textsuperscript{28} Outside a high-fenced enclosure in the Lamar Valley, heavy elk browsing caused the density of serviceberry shrubs to decline 30\% from 1958 to 1967.\textsuperscript{17} p279 and at the same location in the late 1980s, I documented that serviceberry and chokecherry shrubs were height-suppressed and produced virtually no berries because of repeated browsing by elk and other ungulates.\textsuperscript{29}

I used repeat photography to document changes in aspen and willow abundance inside YNP on the Northern Range.\textsuperscript{18,19} In 1986 to 1988, I rephotographed 81 early images of aspen and 44 early images of willows. Both aspen (Fig. 1) and willows (Fig. 2) declined in abundance by more than 95\% from the 1870s to the late 1980s. The next task was to determine whether the decline in aspen and willows was due to repeated heavy browsing or some other cause, such as climatic changes or fire suppression as hypothesized by others.\textsuperscript{1,26,30}

### Climate vs. Browsing Impacts

To examine the influence of climate versus browsing, I compared aspen and willow abundance inside and outside high-fenced exclosures that were constructed in 1957 and 1962 on the Northern Range inside YNP. In 1986 to 1989, I sampled all six aspen-containing exclosures and all four willow-containing exclosures. If aspen or willows were declining because of climatic changes rather than ungulate browsing impacts, then aspen and willows should have been declining inside the high-fenced areas.

Inside the willow exclosures, willows that had been short-statured and repeatedly browsed when the exclosures were constructed had significantly increased in height and canopy cover (Fig. 3A). In no instance had willow abundance declined inside the protected areas,\textsuperscript{18,19} therefore the decline of willows outside the exclosures was not due to climatic changes. Also, willow seed production was completely eliminated by browsing outside the exclosures, whereas seed production was robust inside the exclosures.\textsuperscript{31}

Within the aspen exclosures, aspen suckers that had been repeatedly browsed when the exclosures were built 25 to 30 years earlier had developed into tall, mature aspen trees (Fig. 3B),\textsuperscript{18,19,32} therefore the decline of aspen outside the exclosures was not due to climatic changes. There also were major differences in understory species composition. Protected understories inside the exclosures were dominated by native shrubs and tall forbs in 1986 to 1989.\textsuperscript{18,19} In contrast,
unprotected understories outside the exclosures were heavily grazed and browsed and dominated by non-native grasses resistant to grazing, primarily timothy (*Phleum pratense*) and Kentucky bluegrass (*Poa pratensis*). I also examined unprotected Northern Range aspen stands outside YNP in the Eagle Creek drainage, where elk grazing and browsing pressure was less than inside YNP. Similar to the understories protected inside the
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**Figure 1.** National Park Service biologist Walter Kittams established 20 aspen monitoring plots on the Northern Range inside Yellowstone National Park during the 1950s. **A,** As can be seen in this 1952 image (Plot 11a), repeated elk browsing was having a severe, negative impact on aspen (photographed by Walter Kittams on 23 May 1952). **B,** By 1988, aspen was eliminated (photographed by Charles Kay on 5 August 1988). **C,** Aspen showed no signs of recovery in 2015 (photographed by Charles Kay on 13 June 2015).

**Figure 2.** **A,** Willows showed the early effects of repeated elk browsing in 1915. The plant on the far right had been killed by elk use, whereas the plant to its left had been browsed heavily by elk, as noted in the original photo caption and text. **B,** By 1987, willows were eliminated from the site (photographed by Charles Kay on 11 August 1987). **C,** Willows showed no signs of recovery in 2014 despite significant decreases in elk numbers in recent years (photographed by Charles Kay on 16 August 2014). **B,** Note the wooden foot-bridge for crossing the perennial stream that was flowing in 1987, indicating that moisture was still present to support willow growth. The wooden foot-bridge burned in a wildfire during summer 1988, but the perennial stream was still flowing in the 2015 photograph.
YNP exclosures, unprotected understories in Eagle Creek were dominated by species of shrubs and tall forbs that were sensitive to grazing and trampling, including cow parsnip (*Heracleum lanatum*). Finally, I measured 30 aspen-containing exclosures in north central Nevada and 77 aspen-containing exclosures in southern Utah, and in no case was protected aspen adversely impacted by climatic factors. A recent study on the Northern Range inside and outside YNP documented aspen recruitment where browsing intensity was light to moderate but not where browsing intensity was heavy. These results further indicate that it is ungulate browsing intensity, not climate, that is limiting aspen recruitment on the Northern Range.

Fire Suppression vs. Browsing Impacts

Fire scar data collected from Douglas-fir (*Pseudotsuga menziesii*) trees indicate that primeval Northern Range aspen communities were sustained by frequent, low-intensity fires that burned every 20 to 25 years. Mature aspen trees are readily killed by fire because of their thin bark. Underground aspen roots, however, are protected from fire and respond to fire by producing a flush of new suckers.

Beginning in the 1870s, wildfires and fires purposely ignited by Native Americans were actively suppressed on the Northern Range. Fire suppression severely reduced natural fire impacts on the age structure and reproduction of aspen communities. But in 1988, landscape-scale wildfires burned aspen communities across the Northern Range inside YNP. These wildfires presented an opportunity to examine the influence of fire suppression vs. browsing on the observed decline of Northern Range aspen from the 1870s to the 1980s. I established 775 photo points in 131 aspen stands burned by the 1988 wildfires. I also counted the number of aspen suckers and measured their heights. Aspen regeneration was initially very promising, ranging from 500 to more than 100,000 suckers per acre. In every stand, however, elk repeatedly browsed the suckers to the ground, eventually killing most of the burned aspen clones by repeated browsing (Fig. 4). The available evidence clearly demonstrates that heavy elk browsing overwhelmed the influence of fire suppression on the long-term decline of Northern Range aspen. In 2002, as stated earlier, the NRC also concluded that Northern Range aspen, along with willows and cottonwoods, had declined inside YNP primarily because of repeated elk browsing, not other factors.

Deciduous Shrubs and Trees 2003 to 2016

Comparative photographs in Figures 1, 2, 5, and 6 illustrate the condition and trend of aspen and willow communities on the Northern Range. In 2014 to 2016, I rephotographed the 81 photo points of Northern Range aspen that I photographed inside YNP in the 1980s. None of the 81 aspen stands had recovered. In 2014 to 2016, I also rephotographed the 44 photo points of Northern Range willows that I had photographed inside YNP in the 1980s. At only one site had willows grown beyond the reach of elk (≥6 feet tall), and that was at an upper elevation site near Pebble Creek that elk no longer inhabit in winter.

Numerous studies and reports have reached the same conclusion, that heavy browsing by Northern Range ungulates has continued to degrade many aspen, willow, and cottonwood communities during the 21st century, with little to no recovery in other areas. Aspen are recovering in a few isolated areas on the Northern Range, both inside and outside YNP. However, widespread landscape recovery is not occurring anywhere on the Northern Range. Repeated heavy browsing continues to harm aspen, willow, and cottonwood communities almost everywhere on the Northern Range, despite a 60% reduction in elk numbers from 2000 to 2018. One reason for this is a lack of management action to reduce elk numbers.

Figure 3. Willows and aspen have continued to increase in height and canopy cover inside all of the willow- and aspen-containing high-fenced exclosures that were established in 1957 and 1962 by Walter Kittams, National Park Service biologist, on the Northern Range inside Yellowstone National Park. In contrast, willows and aspen outside the exclosures have declined precipitously or have been eliminated, and neither willows nor aspen (A and B, respectively; photographs by Charles Kay on 12 August 2014) have recovered outside the exclosures, despite recent declines in elk numbers due in part to increased predation by wolves and grizzly bears.
is that browsing by bison has increased. The bison population has increased dramatically and filled much of the void created by fewer elk. Most of the scattered recovery of deciduous woody vegetation on the Northern Range inside YNP has occurred in isolated locations where bison do not currently reside in large numbers. Today, large numbers of bison are present year-round throughout most of the Northern Range inside YNP, and deciduous woody vegetation has not recovered in these areas.

**Associated Fauna of Deciduous Shrubs and Trees**

Healthy aspen, willow, and cottonwood plant communities contain exceedingly high biodiversity, greater than any other plant communities on the Northern Range. Thus, as aspen, willows, cottonwoods, and other deciduous shrubs and trees have declined in abundance, so have many fauna that rely on these habitats. For example, American mink (*Neovison vison*) and northern river otter (*Lontra canadensis*) have lost much of their habitat as streamside woody plant cover has been eliminated and the water table has dropped (Fig. 7). The habitat of native amphibians and reptiles also has been negatively impacted, including the western tiger salamander (*Ambystoma mavortiui*), western toad (*Anaxyrus boreas*), boreal chorus frog (*Pseudacris maculata*), Columbia spotted frog (*Rana luteiventris*), and terrestrial gartersnake (*Thamnophis elegans*).

**Birds**

In YNP, 24 bird species are associated with healthy aspen communities and 37 bird species are associated with healthy willow-cottonwood plant communities. All of these bird species are negatively impacted by the respective loss of aspen, willow, or cottonwood plant communities on the Northern Range, and bird species diversity and bird abundance are much lower where aspen, willow, or cottonwood plant communities are height suppressed by heavy ungulate browsing. Bird species that rely on willow habitat are especially sensitive to heavy ungulate browsing, including willow flycatcher (*Empidonax trailli*), Wilson’s warbler (*Wilsonia pusilla*), yellow warbler (*Dendroica petechia*), warbling vireo (*Vireo gilvus*), and song sparrow (*Melospiza melodia*).

**Beavers**

One of the most important fauna impacted by degraded aspen, willow, and cottonwood communities is beaver (*Castor*).
canadensis). Beavers need aspen, willows, or cottonwoods for food and dam building material, but riparian ecosystems also need beaver activity to function sustainably, so much so that beaver has been classified a keystone species, or ecosystem engineer.⁵⁸,⁵⁹ Beaver dams in streams impound water and trap sediments which raise the water table, reduce peak stream flows and floods, and augment low stream flows during late summer. In these ways beavers affect the three primary ecological processes—the water cycle, energy flow, and nutrient cycle—and the absence of beaver activity significantly impairs ecosystem function.⁶⁰

Beavers were plentiful on the Northern Range during the 1800s,⁶¹ and during the first two decades of the 20th century, almost every stream had active beaver
236 beavers in 12 different colonies. By the mid-1950s, however, these colonies had been eliminated because of heavy browsing of willows and aspen by elk. A more intensive survey in 1988 to 1989 also documented only eight sites with beaver activity throughout the portion of the Northern Range inside YNP. Thorough surveys from 1996 to 2009 confirmed that beaver remain rare or absent throughout the Northern Range inside YNP, with the exception of Slough Creek. Slough Creek is located near the eastern, upper elevation boundary of the Northern Range and has experienced less 21st-century browsing by bison than most other Northern Range riparian areas inside YNP.

Discerning the relative influence of ungulate herbivory on Northern Range beaver populations is complicated somewhat by the fact that federal and state wildlife managers reintroduced beavers to drainages on the Gallatin National Forest (currently Custer Gallatin National Forest) north of YNP. From 1986 to 1999, 129 beavers were reintroduced, and at least a few of these beaver likely dispersed into YNP. However, beaver reintroductions were only mildly successful. Today, beavers are rare or absent throughout most of the Northern Range, both inside and outside YNP.

The loss of beaver and streamside woody vegetation has caused severe degradation of stream hydrology and riparian ecosystem function on the portion of the Northern Range inside YNP. In the 1990s at the request of the NPS, preeminent western stream hydrologist David Rosgen examined the Lamar River Valley on the Northern Range inside YNP. He determined that the loss of deciduous shrubs and trees in riparian areas had dramatically degraded stream and riparian ecosystems of the Lamar River and most of its tributaries. Streambank erosion had increased several orders of magnitude beyond natural levels; stream channels had incised, widened, and straightened; streams had become shallower and warmer; and depth to groundwater had increased. Collectively, these stream alterations had severely degraded fish habitat and fundamentally impaired stream hydrology and ecosystem function. David Rosgen also noted that stream impairments were not caused by climatic changes because all of the same stream types had not responded similarly. Instead, Rosgen determined that the primary cause of stream degradation was heavy grazing and browsing of the riparian vegetation by elk. Today, 25 years after Rosgen’s study was published in 1993, stream conditions are worse, with stream degradation so severe in some areas that reduced grazing and browsing will not be enough to restore woody

Figure 7. Heavy ungulate grazing and browsing has severely degraded stream and riparian ecosystems of the Lamar River and most of its tributaries. A, A 30 September 2015 landscape view of the Lamar River Valley shows the lack of willows along the Lamar River (background) and Rose Creek (middle ground, the dark line running across the center; photograph by Harold Hunter). Closer views of Rose Creek on 14 August 2015 (B, photograph by Charles Kay) and 17 August 2016 (C, photograph by John Mundinger) show unstable streambanks and an incised, widened channel.
riparian species (Fig. 7). An ecological threshold has been crossed and riparian woody species will not recover until stream hydrology is restored.\(^{59,71}\)

**Summary and Conclusions**

Deciduous shrubs and trees, primarily aspen, willows, and cottonwoods, were much more abundant on the Northern Range in primeval times than they are today. This is especially true on the portion of the Northern Range inside YNP. Repeated heavy browsing by ungulates—not normal plant succession or climatic changes—was the primary cause of the declines in deciduous shrubs and trees. Fire suppression was a secondary factor in the decline; however, fire suppression in recent times may have prevented further declines that might have occurred because of excessive post-fire browsing of young shoot growth that would likely be stimulated by fire.\(^{72}\) Heavy browsing continues to further degrade most Northern Range aspen, willow, and cottonwood communities inside YNP, despite a 60% reduction in the Northern Range elk population from 1994 to 2018.\(^{45}\) Increasing browsing by bison is one reason why deciduous shrubs and trees have not exhibited widespread recovery after the reduction in elk numbers.\(^{46–50}\) The Northern Range bison population increased dramatically since the year 2000 and filled much of the void created by fewer elk.\(^{45}\)

The near total loss of aspen, willows, and cottonwoods on the Northern Range inside YNP has dramatically decreased populations of associated fauna, most notably songbirds and beavers. The loss of beaver and the loss of streamside deciduous shrubs and trees also degraded fish habitat quality and impaired the three primary ecological processes: the water cycle, energy flow, and nutrient cycling. Current NPS policy directs the NPS to intervene with active management where primeval and present conditions differ because of human actions.\(^{3,37,38,44}\) Excessive browsing of aspen, willows, and cottonwoods has occurred because modern-day management has allowed bison and elk populations to become unnaturally large.\(^{45}\)

Elsewhere in the Northern Rocky Mountains, without the additional burden of browsing by bison, deciduous shrubs and trees successfully regenerate only where elk density does not exceed 1 to 3 elk per 250 acres.\(^{72}\) In 2018, the Northern Range elk population was 7,579 animals, whereas the Northern Range bison population numbered 3,969 animals.\(^{73,74}\) Thus, the combined elk and bison density inhabiting the 380,000-acre Northern Range was 7.6 animals per 250 acres, a density 2.5 to 7.6 times greater than the density that would enable aspen, willows, and cottonwoods to regenerate. Clearly, ungulate browsing of aspen, willows, and cottonwoods needs to be reduced substantially if these plants and their associated flora and fauna are to recover on the Northern Range. After ungulate numbers are returned to natural conditions, controlled burns should be conducted to stimulate aspen reproduction and to emulate the natural ecological impacts of prehistoric and historical burning by Native Americans.\(^{8,72}\)
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